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London (2nd June, 2018) - Customers of Adobe® Premiere® Pro CC, part of the Adobe Creative Cloud®,

will now have the opportunity to make their workflow even more seamless using Trint’s automatic

speech-to-text technologies.



Trint for Premiere, Trint’s new panel for Adobe Premiere Pro CC enables direct upload of footage to

Trint for fast automated transcription. This gives users a quick and integrated flow for making audio

searchable and for creating captions for their media. Using Trint’s automated speech-to-text

technologies, editors quickly get a machine-generated draft transcript that they can easily polish to

perfect in the Trint Editor. Transcriptions corrected in Trint will be available in the panel, giving

editors direct access to SRTs from within Premiere Pro CC.





Highlighted selections of Trint transcripts will be available as EDLs, making it fast and simple to find

key soundbites and the editing process much quicker for users. EDLs for videos can be exported from the

panel and can be seamlessly used in the Timeline.



“Our customers have been asking us for an Adobe Premiere Pro CC integration for some time,” says Jeff

Kofman, CEO of Trint. “We know that many of our users are video editors, and it’s exciting to be able

to streamline their captioning and editing workflows.”



Building on its strong transcription toolkit, the company is also releasing additional enterprise

features which will make it the leading transcription service for organizations.



Trint has also released the new Trint mobile iOS app that lets users record interviews and meetings on

their iPhone and upload them to Trint for fast transcription and collaboration from anywhere.



For more information, samples or images, please contact stephanie@curated-digital.com
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